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ABSTRACT

Knowledge graph embedding (KGE) have been proposed and utilized to knowl-
edge graph completion (KGC), but most KGE methods struggle in unseen rela-
tions. Previous studies focus on complete zero-shot relational learning by incor-
porating text-features and proximity relations, which are difficult to accurately
represent the complete semantic of relations. To overcome the above-mentioned
issues in zero-shot relation learning, we propose an ontology-guided and text-
enhanced representation, which could improve the effect of current KGE for un-
seen relations. In fact, each KG contain ontology and text descriptions that de-
scribe the meta-information of knowledge. To combine text-embedding space and
graph-embedding space, we design TR-GCN to obtain the meta-representation of
relations based on the ontology structure and their textual descriptions. It will
be used directly to guide previous KGE methods such as TransE and RotatE on
zero-shot relation learning. The experimental results on multiple public datasets
demonstrate that the proposed ontology-guided and text-enhanced representation
can enrich KGs embedding, and significantly improves the KGC performance on
unseen relations.

1 INTRODUCTION

KGs (Knowledge Graphs) such as Freebase Bollacker et al. (2008), DBpedia Lehmann et al. (2015)
and YAGO Mahdisoltani et al. (2014) contain large amounts of entities, relations and triples, but the
incompleteness of those KGs is an urgent issue for its wide utilization. Recently, embedding based
methods Nickel et al. (2011); Bordes et al. (2013); Sun et al. (2019) have been proposed and widely
used in knowledge graph completion (KGC), which attempts to embed a KG into a low-dimensional
continuous space. And the numerical representations (e.g., vectors) of entities and relations can be
used to reason potential facts.

However, embedding-based methods are struggle in completing facts involving unseen entities and
relations. The main reason is that current embedding based methods merely relied on the inter-
linked triples of entities and relations in the factual graph Zhang et al. (2021), therefore these
method cannot learn any effective representations for unseen entities and relations. For example,
as illustrated in Figure 1, the unseen relation “academicAdvisor”, which does not appear in the
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Figure 1: Knowledge graph consists of relatively fixed ontology (the lower part) and frequently
evolving facts (the upper part). The knowledge completion involving unseen relations, which strug-
gle in previous embedding methods, could be alleviated by utilized their structure information and
textual descriptions in the ontology.

observed facts, is represented as a random initial tensor (e.g., vector) and cannot be predicted at all.
In fact, with the expansion of knowledge, new entities and relations are constantly emerging from
the real world and should be encoded (added and updated) in the knowledge graph. Therefore, how
to model unseen entities and relations, and conduct zero-shot learning is an important task of KGC.

To overcome the above mentioned challenge, we propose to use the ontology (as shown in Figure 1)
to learn the semantic representation of unseen relations. In fact, as a universal knowledge description
framework, KG represents ontology and facts in a unified form (inter-linked triplets) Hogan et al.
(2020). A KG usually contains a relatively fixed ontology and frequently updated facts, the former
describes concepts and properties that are meta-information of entities and relations, and the latter
encodes the evolving entities and their relations. For unseen relations, the ontology express their re-
lationships with other concepts and properties through meta-relations such as “domain”, “range” and
“subPropertyOf ”. And we can obtain accurate representations of unseen relation based on the struc-
ture of ontology graph. As shown in Figure 1, although the unseen relation “academicAdvisor” was
not observed, its semantic representation can still be obtained by other concepts and properties such
as “(academicAdvisor, domain, Student)”, “(academicAdvisor, range, Scientist)” and “(academicAd-
visor, subPropertyOf, coparticipatesWith)”. The ontology constructs a semantic association between
unseen relations and seen information (relation and entity). In addition, the textual descriptions will
also enrich representation of unseen relations. Therefore, we can obtain accurate and rich repre-
sentation of unseen relations through learning the semantic transform from their related ontology
elements (such as concepts, properties, etc.) and textual descriptions.

In this paper, we propose an ontology-guided learning method for zero-shot relation learning, which
could represent the unseen relations by fusing ontology graph-embedding spaces and description
text-embedding spaces. Inspire by RGCN Schlichtkrull et al. (2018), we design Text-Relation Graph
Convolution Network (TR-GCN) to obtain the meta-representation of relations based on the ontol-
ogy graph structure of them inter-lined by meta-relations and the textual descriptions of ontology
node. The representation of relations (especially for the unseen relations) can be supplemented by
the meta-representation of the TR-GCN outputs. We adapt TransE, RotatE and other mainstream
embedding-based methods as base models, and the proposed method can be used in combination
with most of KGE methods.

In short, our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a zero-shot relation learning to obtain the rich and accurate semantic repre-
sentations for unseen relations, which model ontology graph and textual description in a
unified graph neural network. The ontology graph establish connection between the un-
seen relations and other related ontology elements. The textual description makes rich for
semantic representation of unseen relations.
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• We design Text-Relation Graph Convolution Network (TR-GCN) to obtain the meta-
information of relation through adding text information during message passing of GNN.

• We implement our method with some mainstream methods such as TransE and RotatE.
And the experimental results show that our method is effective for representation unseen
relations. It also significantly improves the KGC performance on the zero-shot relational
learning.
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Figure 2: The proposed method contains three core parts. (a) The traditional embedding-based
method, which does not contain a proper relation embedding for unseen relations. therefore we rep-
resent unseen relations by Ontology-Text Encoder (b) and Relation Aggregator (c). (b) Ontology-
Text Encoder, which includes node embedding layer and TR-GCN layer. All node (including con-
cepts and properties) representations can be trained directly and represented by its neighbors. (c)
The Relation Aggregator, three different type nodes of ontology are used to obtain the relation rep-
resentations.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 KNOWLEDGE GRAPH EMBEDDING

Recently, massive work focused on embedding-based method for knowledge graph comple-
tion Zhang et al. (2021). The key issue of knowledge graph embedding is to learn low dimen-
sional distributed embedding of entities and relations Ji et al. (2021); Bordes et al. (2013); Sun et al.
(2019).This paper proposes and integrates the ontology into knowledge graph embedding, and the
proposed method can be used in combination with most of KGE methods.

2.2 ZERO-SHOT LEARNING FOR KGC

In the area of knowledge graph completion, more work focus on zero-shot entity learning which
devote to deal with unseen entity. While few works consider zero-shot relation learning and model
unseen relations. The limited works take text-embedding spaces as semantic spaces of relation
to represent unseen relations Qin et al. (2020); Geng et al. (2021).And Zhang et al. (2020) design a
classifier-based method, which select an appropriate seen relation to replace the unseen relation. Our
work focuses on unseen relation in knowledge graph completion, propose a method that incorporate
ontology graph and textual description to leaning the unseen relation representations.

3 METHOD

In this section, we introduce our proposed method as shown in Figure 2. Our method improves
effects of previous KGE models for unseen relations by making rich and accuracy to their repre-
sentation. KGC aims at scoring a triple (hk, rk, tk) from KG (Factual Graph, contains inter-linked
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Figure 3: Text-Relational Graph Convolutional Network (TR-GCN) add text-embedding informa-
tion in message passing round.

factual triples) Gf = (Rf , Ef ), where rk ∈ Rf is relation and hk, tk ∈ Ef are entities. Ontology
also describe as a graph (Ontology Graph , contains mete-relations among concepts and properties)
Go = (Ro, Eo), which uses meta-relations to associate between ontology nodes (concepts and prop-
erties). Each factual triple corresponds to ontology nodes (ho, ro, to), where ho, ro, to ∈ Eo are the
ontology nodes corresponding the head and tail entities and relation. For example, “LeBron James”
and “Kevin Durant” in factual graph are mapped to “BasketballPlayer” in ontology graph. And the
relation Rf and entities Ef of factual graph all find own meta information in ontology.

3.1 TEXT-RELATIONAL GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK

Ontology is the skeleton of KGs, which provide meta-data descriptions for guiding the knowledge
graph construction and completion. In addition, the descriptions of relation contain semantic infor-
mation which can also be used to represent relations.

Inspired by RGCN Schlichtkrull et al. (2018), we design Text-Relational Graph Convolutional Net-
work (TR-GCN) model to combine ontology graph and textual descriptions, as shown in Figure 3.
We add text embedding of ontology nodes during message passing of GNN. First, we embed all
nodes into node embedding and text embedding as follow:

ho = hoWE
o (1)

hs =
∑
i∈Nw

xiWE
s (2)

where ho is the concept in the ontology, which map the head entity in factual graph, xi is a word of
node and WE

s is word embedding come from pretrained model (GloVe), WE
o is node embedding and

h0
o is initialization of TR-GCN. Cause to and ro have same representation process, we only display

the h0.

The TR-GCN has high effective at aggregating and encoding features from structured neighborhoods
and semantic information, and gain high performance on ontology graph. In this paper, the following
TR-GCN is used to obtain the node representation of ontology graph and textual description:

h(l+1)
o,i = ReLU(

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Nr

i

1

Ci,r
W(l)

r h(l)
o,j

+ W(l)
0 h(l)

o,i + WShs,i)

(3)

h(l+1)
o,i = Norm Layer(h(l+1)

o,i ) (4)

where h(l)
o,i ∈ Rd is hidden state of ontology node ho,i in the l-th layer of TR-GCN, and d is dimen-

sion of layer’s representation. N r
i denotes the set of neighbor indices of node i under meta-relation

r ∈ Ro. W(l)
r is relation parameters of meta-relation r which weight for node i neighboring node in

l-th layer. W(l)
0 is self-loop weight for encoding self-node features. ci,r is a normalization constant

that can either be learned or chosen in advance. WS is semantic weight, and we fixed text-embedding
representation in all layer. ReLU is activate function. We also use layer normalization to speed the
training.
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3.2 RELATION AGGREGATING

The core issue of this paper is how to obtain the effective representation of the relation r in fac-
tual triple (hk, rk, tk), especially for the triple involving unseen relations. For each factual triple
(hk, rk, tk), we first obtain their mapped ontology nodes (ho, ro, to). ho and to are the concepts of
two entities hk and tk, and ro is the relation hk in ontology. It should be noted that ho, ro and to
are all node in the ontology graph. We select the features (hL

o , rLo , tLo ) corresponding to ontology
nodes (ho, ro, to) from outputs of TR-GCN HL

o ∈ Rd∗N , where N is number of ontology nodes, L
is the number of ontology encoder layer. Based on the node representations, we design aggregating
strategies with ontology graph-embedding space and text-embedding space.

In order to make full use of all aspects of information, we leverage three ontology nodes representa-
tions to represent relations of KG:

ra = [hL
o : rLo : tLo ] · WA (5)

where WA ∈ R3d∗d is transformation matrix.

The above aggregator leverage graph-embedding and text-embedding semantic space. Intuitively,
a node representation is computed by neighboring nodes, it ensures that the representation of the
nodes are all in the same space. With the enrichment of text-embedding and graph-embedding
space, our method can deal with that the relation that disappear in training can be represented, this
can be described as:

ra =
∑
n∈N

g(h) (6)

where g(∗) is represent the aggregating function, N is neighboring nodes for missing node.

Following previous KGE models, we train our model with the margin-based ranking loss, and use a
negative sampling loss function for effectively optimizing ranking loss :

L =− logσ(γ − f(hkWE , ra, tkWE))

−
n∑

i=1

1

k
logσ(f(h′

iW
E , ra, t′iW

E)− γ)
(7)

where WE indicates entity embedding. The relation utilized to obtain the relation representation
of triple (hk, rk, tk)/(h′

k, rk, t
′
k), γ is a fixed margin, σ is the sigmoid function, and (h′

i, rk, t
′
i) is

the corresponding negative triple. The loss function can sample multiple negative triples for each
positive triple at once.

4 EXPERIMENTS

We conduct extensive experiments with KGC task on several public dataset, and mainly evaluate the
performance of proposed framework on zero-shot relational learning.

4.1 DATASET

We select datasets from four public knowledge graphs, DBpedia, NELL, YAGO, and Wikidata, to
evaluate the effectiveness of KGC on zero-shot relational learning. The current benchmark datasets
contain only factual graph and not ontology graph. Therefore, we extract ontology from their ori-
gin websites123. Generally, we collect series ontology: DBpedia have human-created high-quality
ontology, which has 26,586 nodes and 8 meta-relations. The ontology of NELL has 1,494 nodes,
6,907 triples and 14 meta-relations (e.g. antisymmetric, mutexpredicates). And ontology of YAGO
has 654 nodes, 2,452 triples and 28 meta-relations (e.g. causes, synonym). It should be noted that

1https://www.dbpedia.org/resources/ontology/
2http://resources.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago3.1/yagoSchema.tsv.7z
3http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/resources/results/08m/NELL.08m.1115.ontology.

csv.gz
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Model NELL-ZS Wiki-ZS DB100K-ZS
UNSEEN UNSEEN ♣ UNSEEN SEEN

MRR Hits@10 MRR Hits@10 MRR Hits@10 MRR Hits@10
DistMult♣ 23.50 32.60 18.90 23.60 5.53 10.44 10.13 22.97
TransE♣ 9.70 20.30 5.30 11.90 2.64 9.18 17.55 43.34

ZSGANKG(DistMult)♣ 25.30 37.10 20.80 29.40 - - - -
ZSGANKG(TransE) ♣ 24.00 37.60 18.50 26.10 - - - -
OntoZSL(DistMult) ♣ 25.60 38.50 21.10 28.90 - - - -
OntoZSL(TransE) ♣ 25.00 39.90 18.40 26.50 - - - -

TransE+GRL - - - - 4.42 12.72 16.72 40.48
DistMult+S 8.08 12.53 8.87 13.57 6.72 10.91 10.18 23.97
TransE+S 6.41 16.34 22.09 31.45 14.75 30.36 15.31 40.06

TransE+GA 28.79 45.63 26.32 36.55 23.12 40.43 27.96 52.09
TransE+GTA 31.80 50.61 26.77 37.07 26.58 44.65 27.79 51.80

Table 1: Zero-shot relation learning results on NELL-ZS, Wiki-ZS and DB100K-ZS. Seen Relation
is that relation of triples exist in training. The results of ♣ consider candidate sets, which are
constructed by using the entity type constraint Qin et al. (2020) Toutanova et al. (2015). The other
results match whole entity set. Bold numbers denote the best results for dataset.

Wikidata has no publish ontology by official, we collect 20,899 triples including 8,907 nodes and
604 meta-relations (e.g. instance of (P31), see also (P1659)) as their ontology from the released
dump data 4.

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In our experiments, we adopts the following embedding-based methods because of their efficiency
and effectiveness on link predictions: DistMult, Complex, TransE and RotatE. Our codes are based
on Sun et al. (2019) and adopt the PyTorch Paszke et al. (2017) framework. For TR-GCN, we used
the implementation in the deep graph library (DGL). The initial word embedding are come from
GloVe Pennington et al. (2014). The entity embedding size is set to 100 for all embedding-based
methods. The TR-GCN hidden size is set to 100, the number of layer is set to 2 and use self-
loop for each node. We selected the hyperparameters corresponding to learning rate and batch size
from {0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001} and {128, 256, 512, 1024}. And we use Adam to optimize all the
parameters.

4.3 ZERO-SHOT (UNSEEN) RELATION LEARNING

The unseen relations denote that relation of the triples in the test set but do not appear in the training
set. Previous embedding-based models are transductive inference methods , and cannot deal with
those relations because they can only learn the representation of the relations that appears in the
training set. Table 1 show the result on NELL-ZS, WiKi-ZS and DB100K-ZS, which the testing set
of NELL-ZS and WiKi-ZS are all unseen relations Qin et al. (2020).

We select some baseline models to compare. DistMult+S and TransE+S are to replace relation
by text embedding of relation. The GRL Zhang et al. (2020) is the classifier-based methods and
hard to solve massive unseen relation and only unseen relation in test dataset. ZSGAN Qin et al.
(2020) and OntoZSL Geng et al. (2021) always generate represent for relation, therefore it is hard
to keep traditional embedding-based method performance in the seen dataset, and them do not work
in DB100K-ZS which match whole entity set. DistMult and TransE have same tendency, we show
the better one. In general, our method base on ontology can alleviate this issue through learning
common node information between seen and unseen relation.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an ontology-guided learning method for KGE, which use TR-GCN to get
ontology graph representation and replace relation representation of embedding-based method by

4https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database_download
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ontology graph. Our method shows significant effects on unseen relations and improve performance
of previous KGE methods such as TransE, RotatE. Experimental results also demonstrate that our
method significantly outperforms existing state-of-the-art method on unseen relation learning.
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